Wonderbooks are printed books that include an audiobook format on the cover of the book. In the “Read-Along” mode, the book is read aloud with queues to turn the page. There is also a “Learning Mode” which prompts listeners to think more about the book. It asks questions like “What did you like most about this book?” and “Who was your favorite character and why?” Wonderbooks for all ages, including picture books, beginning readers, and juvenile fiction are available.

Thank you, Omu by Oge Mora (E Mora Wonderbook)
Princess hair by Sharee Miller (E Miller Wonderbook)
¡El gallo que no se callaba! / The Rooster who would not be quiet! By Carmen Deedy (Span E Deedy Wonderbook)
Señorita Mariposa by Ben Gundersheimer (Span E Mister Wonderbook)
Dog Vs. Cat by Chris Gall (E Gall Wonderbook)
Finding Winnie by Lindsay Mattick (E Mattick Wonderbook)
Corduroy by Don Freeman (E Freeman Wonderbook)
Be glad your dad is not an octopus! By Matthew Logelin and Sarah Jensen (E Logelin Wonderbook)
This is a Moose by Richard Morris (E Morris Wonderbook)
Dinotrxu dig the beach by Chris Gall (E Gall Wonderbook)
Anansi and the moss-covered rock by Eric Kimmel (398.2 Kimmel Wonderbook)
Fifty Cents and a Dream Young Booker T Washington by Jabari Asim (jB Washington B Wonderbook)
We are grateful: otsaliheliga by Tracey Sorell (j 975.004 Sorell Wonderbook)

For more Wonderbooks, click here or search “Wonderbook” in the catalog.